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Preface



The mathematical theory of computation has given rise to two important approaches to the informal notion of "complexity" : Kolmogorov complexity, usually a complexity measure for a single object such as a string, a sequence etc., measures the amount of information necessary to describe the object. Computational complexity, usually a complexity measure for a set of objects, measures the compuational resources necessary to recognize or produce elements of the set. The relation between these two complexity measures has been considered for more than two decades, and may interesting and deep observations have been obtained. In March 1990, the Symposium on Theory and Application of MinimalLength Encoding was held at Stanford University as a part of the AAAI 1990 Spring Symposium Series. Some sessions of the symposium were dedicated to Kolmogorov complexity and its relations to the computational complexity theory, and excellent expository talks were given there. Feeling that, due to the importance of the material, some way should be found to share these talks with researchers in the computer science community, I asked the speakers of those sessions to write survey papers based on their talks in the symposium. In response, five speakers from the sessions contributed the papers which appear in this book. In this book, the main topic is Kolmogorov complexity and its relations to the structure of complexity classes. As I explain in the Introduction, each paper discusses a different type of Kolmogorov complexity, and each paper uses a different viewpoint in developing a relationship between Kolmogorov complexity and computational complexity. Thus, this book provides a good overview of current research on Kolmogorov complexity in structural complexity theory. I whish to thank Dr. Edwin Pednault, the Chair of the Symposium, for having organized the interesting sessions from which this book originated. Each paper was reviewed by some outside reviewer as well as by fellow authors. I would like to thank the outside reviewers, Professor Josk Balcbar, Professor Kojiro Kobayashi, and Professor Keri KO, for their constructive comments. Osamu Watanabe May 1992
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Introduction O s a m u Watanabe Department of Computer Science Tokyo Institute of Technology Meguro-ku, Ookayania, Tokyo 152, Japan [email protected]



For a given string, it is often asked how much information is encoded in the string. There is an excellent mathematical framework for discussing this type of question, namely, that of Kolmogorov complexity theory. The theory was established through independent works by R.J. Solmonoff [So164], A.N. Kolmogorov [Ko165], and G.J. Chaitin [ChaGg], and it has been shown to be an important subject in both mathematics and computer science1. In particular, there has been considerable research recently in the interface between Kolmogorov complexity theory and computational complexity theory, and this research has yielded many interesting results as well as proof techniques. In this book, we study Kolmogorov complexity theory while focusing on its relation to the study of structural properties of complexity classes such as P and NP. Here we give a brief overview of the chapters in this book. We begin our tour by explaining the several versions of Kolmogorov complexity considered in the various chapters. Intuitively, Kolmogorov complexity measures the amount of information necessary to describe a given string. More precisely, for a string x, the Kolmogorotr complexity of z is the size of the shortest string y from which a certain fixed program (i.e., the universal Turing machine) produces x. Here we refer to this v While this complexity measure as resource-unbounded K o ~ m o g o ~ ocomplexity. measure is the most standard one, there are many variants of it that have been introduced and used in some applications or investigations. In fact, the reader will find a different variation on the notion of Kolmogorov complexity (or, more generally, "descriptive complexity") in each chapter in this book. These variations can be categorized in the following way: resource-unbounded K-complexity
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resource-bounded K-complexity of



,a string (elements) (1) (char. seq.) (2) (recognizer size) (3)



Taxonomy of Variants of Kolmogorov Complexity For the history of Kolmogorov complexity theory and various explorations in this theory, the reader is advised to read a thorough survey paper [LV90]by M. Li and P. Vitdnyi as well as a forthcoming book [LV] by the same authors.



Osamu Watanabe In relation t o computational complexity theory, resource-bounded Kolmogorov complexities are frequently considered. For example, the t(n)-time bounded Kolmogoroli complexity of a string x is the size of the shortest string y from which the universal Turing machine produces x in t(lx1) steps. The space bounded Koln~ogorovcomplexity of x is defined similarly. In computational complexity theory, one does not usually discuss the complexity of a single string. Instead, we consider the complexity of recognizing a set of strings, i.e., the complexity of deciding whether a string belongs t o the set. Thus, the "Kolmogorov complexity of a set" is often studied in relation t o conlputational complexity. Since Kolmogorov complexity was originally defined for a string, there is no standard definition for "Kolmogorov complexity of a set." In this book, the Kolmogorov con~plexityof a set is defined by using either (1) the largest/smallest Koln~ogorovcomplexity of elements of the set, (2) the Kolmogorov complexity of the characteristic sequence of the set, or (3) the size of programs or logical circuits recognizing the set2. Once formal definitions are given, it is not difficult t o see how these different versions of Kolmogorov complexity measures are related each other; this task is left t o the interested reader. But note t h a t some of these relations are explained explicitly in the appropriate chapters. Now we quickly go through each chapter and explain which type of Kolmogorov complexity is used and how it is investigated. E. Allender investigates the K L complexity of sets L in relatively low complexity classes such as P, where K L ( n ) is the smallest time bounded Kolmogorov complexity of strings in LZn; t h a t is, the type (1) of Kolmogorov complexity of sets is considered. He shows connections between several open problems in computational complexity theory and upper and lower bounds of the KL complexity for sets L in P and P/poly. R. Book discusses the computational complexity of sets with small information content. By a "set with small information content", he means (i) a set of strings whose polynomial-time bounded Kolmogorov complexity is low, and (ii) a set of strings with polynomial-size circuits. Thus, the types (2) and (3) of Kolmogorov complexities of sets are considered. In this chapter, the computational complexity of a given set is measured in terms of the power of the set when it is used as an oracle set. He sketches a variety of results t h a t can be viewed as evidence t h a t sets with small information content are also computationally "easy". On the other hand, D. Juedes and J. Lutz explain their recent results t h a t witness computationally hard sets have a highly organized structure and therefore have relatively low Kolmogorov complexity. In that chapter, the type (2) of Kolmogorov complexity of sets t h a t is considered, and ESPACE (the class of languages recognized by Turing machines t h a t use O(2'") work space for some constant c, where n is the length of the input) is investigated. They first show This third one is so far away from the original notion of Kolmogorov complexity that it may be bit awkward if we use the term "Kolmogorov complexity." But this is certainly one type of definition of 'Ldescriptivecomplexity" of a set.
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t,liat almost every ESPACE set has very high Kolmogorov complexity, and then show t h a t every ESPACE hard set has relatively low Kol~nogorovcomplexity. T h e "siniplicit,y" of ESPACE hard sets is also shown by considering t h e size of their coniplexity cores. T h e last two chapters are about the Kolmogorov coniplexity of strings. L. LongprC colisiders t,lie time- a n d space-bounded Kolniogorov complexities. a n d discusses t h e stat,istical properties of Kolmogorov-random strings, i.e., strings with the liigliest Kol~nogorovconiplexity. He investigates the question of whether Martin-Lof's theorem, showing t h a t Kolniogorov-random strings possess all t h e statistical propert,ies of random strings, can be extended so t h a t it holds in resource-bounded cases. He also relates t h e notion of Kolmogorov-randoln sequences to Yao's definition of pseudorandom sequences. Finally, V. Uspensky surveys resource-unbounded Kolniogorov coniplexity nieasures (or entropies, a s they are often called) t h a t have been introduced in t h e literature. We should note t h a t one can define several Kolniogorov complexity lneasures even in the context of resource-unbounded Kolniogorov complexity although their difference vanishes in many cases where t h e additive O(1ogn) factor is ignored. In the pioneering papers of Kolniogorov complexity theory. including Koln~ogorov'spaper, five basic entropies have been introduced fro111 soniewhat different nlotivations. He explains those entropies fro111a iinifornl view point, thereby giving clear understanding their definitions and relations.
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Applications of Time-Bounded Kolmogorov Complexity in Complexity Theory* Eric



Allender



Department of Computer Science Rutgers University New Brunswick, NJ 08903, USA allenderOcs.rutgers.edu



Abstract. This paper presents one method of using time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity as a measure of the complexity of sets, and outlines a number of applications of this approach to different questions in complexity theory. Connections will be drawn among the following topics: NE predicates, ranking functions, pseudorandom generators, and hierarchy theorems in circuit complexity.



1 Introduction Complexity theory provides a setting in which one can associate to any recursive set L a function t L on the natural numbers, and with justification claim that t~ is a measure of the complexity of L; namely L can be accepted by exactly those machines that run in time S2(tL(n)).I n this paper, we will consider a means of using time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity to define a function K L , that measures a different aspect of the complexity of L. We will argue that this is a useful measure by presenting a number of applications of this measure to questions in complexity theory. 1.1 Complexity of Strings



Before going any further, it is necessary to define the sort of time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity that we will be considering. Many alternate approaches exist for adding a time-complexity component to Kolmogorov con~plexity.Sipser [Sip831 and KO [Ko86] proposed essentially identical definit,ions, allowing one to define, for each function f , a f ( n ) time-bounded Kolmogorov conlplexity measure K f :where ~f ( x ) is the length of the shortest description of x from which x can be produced in f (1x1)steps. A related (and much more influential) definition due to Hartmanis [Har83] yields sets of the form K [ g ( n )G , (n)], consisting of all strings x that can be produced from a description of length g(lx1) in time G(lx1). Pointers to other approaches to time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity may be found in [A1189a, LV90].



* Preparation of this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant CCR-9000045.
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T h e variants of time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity mentioned in the preceding paragraph all suffer from certain drawbacks. For example, the definitions of KO and Sipser provide a family of measures Kf but offer no guidance in selecting any one function f as the prefered choice when defining the time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of a string x. Additionally, for any given f (n) >> n , the measure ~f assigns the same complexity to a string x , regardless of whether it can be built from a short description in linear time or requires time f ([XI),and thus some important distinctions can not be made. T h e definition of Hartmanis does allow many fine distinctions to be made, but does not provide a function. nleasuring the complexity of a string x ; the time and length parameters are not combined in any way. Thus we turn to another version of time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity: a definition due to Levin [Lev841 (see also [Lev73]).



Definition 1. [Lev841 For any strings x and z, and for any Turing machine M u , define Kt,(xlz) t o be min{lyl



+ logt



: M v ( y ,z )



= x in a t most t steps).



Kt,(x) is defined to be Kt,(xIX), where X denotes the empty string. Via a standard argument, one can show the existence of a "universal" Turing machine2 M u such that, for all v there exists a c such that for all x Kt,(x) 2 Kt,(x) c log log Kt,(x). Choose some such universal Turing machine, and define Kt,(xlz) to be Kt,(xlz), and K t ( x ) = Kt,(x).



+ +



I t is clear t h a t Levin's definition overcomes the objections raised above. However, it may be less clear t h a t Levin's definition is the appropriate definition or even a reasonable one. W h a t is the motivation for defining the complexity of x to be the minimum of the sum of the description length and the log of the time required to build 3: from t h a t description? T h e answer t,o this question is that this is precisely the combination of time and description length t h a t is most useful in the study of problems such as the P versus NP question. Consider the problem of finding a satisfying assignment for a forniula q5 with n variables. When searching through all the 2" possible assignments to the variables of 4, what is the optimal search strategy t h a t will lead t o a satisfying assignment as quickly as any? The answer, as noted by Levin [Lev731 is t o consider each string z E C nin order of increasing K t ( z ( 4 ) .Levin also used this approach t o provide bounds on "speed-up" (in the sense of Blum's speed-up theorem [Blu67]) possible for the problem of inverting a polynomial-time computable permutation. Levin's K t function is clearly closely related to the generalized Kolmogorov complexity sets defined by Hartmanis: Levin actually defines Kt-complexity using a different model of computation, allowing the log log term to be eliminated; for simplicity, we will stick to the Turing machine model of computation in this paper, as the loglog terms are insignificant for our purposes.
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As mentioned above, Hartmanis' formulation has the advantage that one is able to discuss separately the size of a string's description and the time required t o build the string; thus some finer distinctions can be made. However, one of our goals in this section is to define a measure of the complexity of a language, and for this purpose Levin's Kt function combines the time and size components in the most appropriate fashion. 1.2 Complexity of Languages Now that we have settled on a measure of the time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of strings, let us consider how to define a complexity measure for languages. Perhaps the most obvious way t o use Kolmogorov complexity to measure the complexity of a language L is to consider the characteristic sequence of L: the sequence a l , an,. . where ai is zero or one, according t o whether or not xi E L, where XI,5 2 , . . . is an enumeration of C*.Investigations of this sort may be found in [Ko86, Huy85, Huy86, BDG87, MS90, Lutgl]. For example, in [BDG87], it was shown that PSPACE/poly is the class of all languages L such that each finite prefix of the characteristic sequence of L has small space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity. I t is often useful, however, to consider the complexity of the individual strings in a language L, as opposed to the characteristic sequence of L. This leads us to the following definitions [A1189a].



.



Definition 3. Let L E (0, I}*. Then we define:



If there are no strings of length n in L, then KL(n) and K L ( n ) are both undefined. When we consider the rate of growth of functions of the form K t ( n ) , the undefined values are not taken into consideration. Thus, for example, we say K L ( n ) = O(1ogn) if there is some constant c such that, for all large n , if KL(n) is defined, then KL(n) < clogn. Similarly, KL(n) # w(s(n)) if there is some constant c such that, for infinitely many n , K L ( n ) is defined and K L ( n ) 



A number of other papers discuss in depth the interpretation that should be given to results concerning random oracles. The reader is referred to [KMR89, KMR91, Cai89, Boogl].
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G is A-generic if for all extension functions h E A, there is some finite oracle F such that h ( F )is an initial segment of G. Many diagonalization arguments can be modelled in terms of extension functions. For example, a typical diagonalization argument proceeds in stages, with Fo = 8 a t stage 0, and then, given any finite oracle Fia t the start of stage i , the argument shows how to build an extension Fi+l satisfying some property. That is, the construction is the description of an extension function. Furthermore, if A is a class of extension functions (such as the class of extension functions describable in first-order logic, the class of recursive extension functions, etc.) and if G is A-generic, then G satisfies all properties that can be ensured via diagonalization arguments in A. For example, if A is the class of recursive extension functions and G is A-generic, then PG # NPG # coNPG (because the standard diagonalization argument showing the existence of oracles satisfying this property [BGS75] can be modelled in this way). Different notions of genericity (for different classes A) have been studied by [Maa82, AFH87, Dow82, Poi86, BI87, FenSl]. Observe that if A C A', then G A'-generic implies G A-generic. In [B187] Blum and Impagliazzo promoted the study of complexity classes relative to generic oracles specifically as an alternative to random oracles. (They focused primarily on the notion of genericity that results when A is the class of extension functions expressible in the first-order theory of arithmetic; for the rest of this paper, "generic" will mean A-generic for this choice of A.) As with random oracles, generic oracles offer a consistent world view, in that all "reasonable" complexity theoretic statements C either hold relative t o all generic oracles or hold relative t o no generic oracle. In [BI87], Blum and Impagliazzo make the case that generic oracles are perhaps more likely than random oracles to give correct intuition concerning inclusions among complexity classes; they prove a number of theorems to support this case. They also show that it will be impossible t o determine if certain questions (such as P = NP n coNP) hold relative to a generic oracle, without first solving some related questions in the unrelativized case. In fact, a t the time of this writing, there is no statement C concerning inclusions among "familiar" complexity classes that is known to hold relative to a generic oracle and known not to hold relative to a random oracle, or vice-versa. Furthermore, the statements C that are shown in [HCRRSO, CGHSO] to hold relative to a random oracle but t o be false in the unrelativized case, also hold relative to generic oracles. That is, neither random nor generic oracles give reliable information about which statements hold in the unrelativized case. The reader is certainly asking "Then why consider random and generic oracles a t all?" Our purpose here is to investigate the question of whether or not there is any relationship between the density of a set L in P and the upper bounds that one can prove on KL.We have seen above that certain popular conjectures indicate that such a relationship does exist. We shall see below that relative t o a random oracle there is in fact a very close relationship between the density of a set L in P and the growth rate of K L . On the other hand, relative to a generic oracle there is no such relationship a t all. We leave the interpretation of these results
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t o the reader; let us just mention here, however, that we conjecture t h a t one of these extremes actually holds in the unrelativized case. T h a t is, we believe t h a t either there is a close connection between density and Kolmogorov complexity of sets, or there is no connection a t all.



Theorem 11. For a large class of functions f , relative to a random oracle A:



*



+



E PAlpo1y and d ~ ( n 2) l / f ( n ) ) K i ( n ) 5 log f ( n ) O(1ogn). ( b ) 3 L E P A , d ~ ( n 2) l / f ( n ) and K i ( n ) (log f ( n ) ) / 5 - 2logn.



(a) ( L



>



(That is, relative t o a random oracle, sets L of density l / f ( n ) can have K L ( n ) no greater than about log f (n), and the bound is relatively tight. In the statement of this theorem, K i is simply the function that one obtains from the definition of K L , where the universal machine has access t o the oracle A . ) Proof. In order t o prove part 1, it suffices t o show that, for all 6 oracles C has measure less than 6, where



> 0, the set of



C = { A : 3L E PA/poly d L ( n ) 2 l/ f ( n ) and V d W n K i ( n ) > log f ( n ) + c l o g n ) .



T h e idea of the proof is t o show that if a machine accepts very many strings relative to a random oracle, then we can find some accepted string "encoded" in the oracle, in the following sense. Given the numbers n and r , one can query a n oracle about membership for the strings



where yl, yg, . . . is a lexicographic enumeration of C'. These n queries return n answers from the oracle, and these answers can be concatenated t o form a string w that can be said t o be "encoded" in the oracle, with index ( n , ~ )Thus . w has relatively low Kt-complexity, relative t o the oracle. (The actual encoding used will vary only slightly from this.) Let 6 be given, and let D = log(l/S). In the following discussion, assume that M I , M 2 , .. . is an enumeration of polynomial-time oracle Turing machines, where Mi runs in time ni i. Define Ei,, = { A : there is an "advice" string L of length n i with which M e accepts 2 2n/f(n) strings of length n and does not accept any of the f (n)(i n D) strings of length n given by the characteristic sequence of A starting a t o ~ ' + ~ +T~h a) t. is, A E Ei,,if the oracle machine Mi, given some advice string L for the strings of length n , accepts many strings of length n , but nonetheless manages t o avoid accepting any of the strings that are stored in the "table" encoded by the oracle a t position Since the strings encoded in this "table" can't actually be read by Mi on inputs of length n (because it doesn't have time t o query the oracle about strings of that size), acceptance of each one of those strings occurs with probability a t least l / f ( n ) (since Mi is accepting a t least a fraction of l/ f (n) of the strings of length n). It follows



+



+ +
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that each Ei,, has measure a t most (1 - h. ) f. ( n ) ( i + n f D ) < 2-(i+n+D). Thus E i 3 n has measure less than < 5. Note that each of the f (n)(i n l0g6) strings of length n encoded in A starting a t can be described relative t o A by the pair (n, j ) for some j 5 f ( n ) ( i n logb), and thus any such string has K t A complexity bounded by O(1ogn) log f (n) O(1). Thus A E C implies there is some i such that for infinitely many n there is an "advice" string z of length n i on which MiA accepts a t least 2"/ f ( n ) strings of length n but does not accept any of the strings



Ui,,



+ +



+ + +



+



appearing soon after on'+'+' in the encoding given by A. Thus C Ui,, Ei,,. The result follows. To see part 2, note that, with probability one, there is a set B in NTIMEA(2n) that has no infinite subset in D T I M E ~ ( ~ ~ " [BG81, -') Gas871. It follows that the corresponding NE predicate is immune with respect t o D T I M E ~ ( ~ ~ " - 'and ), thus, as we observed earlier, with probability one there is a set C in P A with K$(n) n / 5 for all large n such that K g ( n ) is defined. Now let f be any easy-to-compute function of the form f ( n ) = 29(n),and let L = { y : y = xz for some z E C with 1z1 = g(lyl)) Then d t ( n ) l / f ( n ) , and 0 K L ( n ) g ( n ) / 5 - 2logn.



>



>



>



In [A1189a],some hope is held out that it might be possible t o show that there are relatively dense sets L in P/poly such that K L ( n ) grows somewhat quickly. (There would have been interesting consequences for the theory of pseudorandom generators, if such sets could have been shown t o exist.) T h e preceding theorem dashes these hopes (at least as far as relativizing proof techniques are concerned), since the sort of bounds that [A1189a] discussed the possibility of exceeding are exactly the bounds shown above t o hold relative t o a random oracle. Theorem 11 shows that, relative t o a random oracle, there is a very close relationship between the density of a set and the achievable Kt-complexity of the simplest elements of the set. Next we shall see that, relative t o a generic oracle, no such relationship exists.



Theorem 12. Relative to a generic oracle A, ( a ) There is set L in PA such that, for infinitely m a n y n, d L ( n ) 2 1 - 2-n/2 and K f ( n ) n/4. ( b ) For all infinite L in P A , K f ( n ) # w(1og n).



>



Thus, relative t o a generic oracle, there are sets L that, for infinitely many n , contain many strings of length n , but only contain complex strings of length n. However, every infinite set in PA contains infinitely many simple strings.



Proof. Part 2 follows from a proof very similar t o that of Theorem 2.7 in [BI87]. To see part 1, we let L be the generic oracle A itself. Thus, we need t o show that, for a generic oracle A, there are infinitely many n such t h a t dA(n) 1 - 2-n/2, and K$(n) 2 n/4. Let G be any finite oracle. Let n be chosen so that G has no string of length n or greater. For all strings w of length 5 n/4, run M$(w) for steps, and let Q



>
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be the set of strings output or queried by Mu during any of these computations. Note that I)QI)5 2"12 Let G' = G U {x E En : x is not in Q ) . By construction, G' contains many strings of length n , but contains no string of length n with KtA-complexity n/4. It follows by the results and definitions of [BI87] that, since any finite oracle can be extended in this way, any generic oracle has the properties claimed in the statement of the theorem. 0




 0, 11 {x E A I 1x1 5 n} 11 5 p(n). Clearly, every tally set is sparse but there are sparse sets that are not tally sets. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic ideas underlying formal models of computation and the basic issues surrounding the study of algorithms and complexity theory. Since this paper presents an overview, no specific model of computation is assumed but results are described in terms of Turing machines. A "good" algorithm is one for which there is a fixed polynomial that serves as an upper bound to the algorithm's running time; running time is measured in terms of the size of the input, e.g., the length of the input string, so that the polynon~ialbound is evaluated on the size of the input. A problem is "tractable" if there is a good algorithm that solves all instances of the problem. Thus, class P of problems solvable in polynomial time is the collection of (suitable encodings of) all tractable problems. Algorithms are "deterministic" in the sense that a t any point in a computation there is a t most one instruction to be executed a t the next step. But there is a mathematical construct that allows there t o be a choice among finitely many instructions that might be executed a t the next step. This construct is called "nondeterminism" and in the case of time-bounded computation it formalizes the notion of "guessing" which instruction t o perform a t each step. The class NP is the collection of (suitable encodings of) all problems that can be solved nondeterministically in polynomial time. The class NP can be characterized as follows: A E NP if and only if there exists a set B E P and a (3y)(lyl 5 q(Iz1) and (x, y) E B)]; here, y polynomial q such that (Vx)[x E A is a "guess" and a polynomial-time algorithm testing membership in the set B is considered to be a "checking" procedure. The major open problem of computational complexity theory (or even, all of computer science) is whether the classes P and NP are the same. The reader is referred to the book by Garey and Johnson [GJ79] for a description aimed a t those who do not specialize in theoretical computer science, and to the books by BalcAzar, Diaz, and Gabarrd [BDG88, 901 for a presentation of some of the central issues of structural complexity theory. In addition to the question of whether P and NP are equal, the question of whether NP is closed under complementation (i.e., is NP equal t o co-NP?) is open.
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One approach t o the open problems about complexity classes is the method of relativization as used in recursive function theory. In the midst of a computation, it is sometimes desirable to obtain information from an external source; such a source is called an "oracle" and machines that utilize an oracle are "oracle machines." An oracle machine is a Turing machine with a distinguished work tape and three distinguished states, Q U E R Y , Y E S , and NO. At some step of a computation on an input string x, the machine may enter the state Q U E R Y . In state QUERY, the machine transfers into the state Y E S if the string currently on the query tape is in some oracle set A; otherwise, the machine transfers into state NO; in either case, the query tape is instantly erased. The set of strings accepted by an oracle machine M relative to the oracle set A is L(M, A) = {x ( there is an accepting computation of M on input x when the oracle set is A). Oracle machines may be deterministic or nondeterministic. An oracle machine may operate within some time bound T , where T is a function of the length of the input string, and the notion of time bound for an oracle machine is just the same as that for an ordinary Turing machine. For any time bound T and oracle set A, DTIME(T, A) = {L(M, A) M is a deterministic oracle machine that operates within time bound T) and NTIME(T, A) = {L(M, A) I M is a nondeterministic oracle machine that operates within time bound T). Of particular interest are the classes P(A) and NP(A) for arbitrary oracle sets A. Here P(A) = {L(M, A) I M is a deterministic oracle machine that operates in time p ( n ) for some fixed polynomial p), so that P(A) = uk>oDTIME(nk,A). If B E P(A), then we say that B is recognized in polynomial time relatitre to A. Oracle machines are used to define Turing reducibilities that are computed within time bounds or space bounds. Thus, set A is Turing reducible to set B in polynomial time, written A S ~ B if, A E P ( B ) . I t is clear that 55 is reflexive and transitive. For any class C of sets, define P ( C ) = u{P(A) I A E C). The analogous notions are used in defining NP(A). However, the reducibility is not transitive. (For, if from some A, NP(A) = NP(NP(A)), then coNP(A) = NP(A). But it is known [BGS75] that there exists a set B such that NP(B) # CO-NP(B).) In addition, an oracle machine may operate within some space bound S , where S is a function of the length of the input string; in this case, it is required that the query tape as well as the ordinary work tapes be bounded in length by S. For any space bound S and oracle set A, DSPACE(S,A) = {L(M,A) I M is a deterministic oracle machine that operates within space bound S) and NSPACE(S, A) = {L(M, A) I M is a nondeterministic oracle machine that operates within space bound S). It is known that for appropriate space bounds S , NSPACE(S) DSPACE(S2); this result also applies t o classes specified by oracle machines. Thus, for arbitrary oracle sets A, PSPACE(A) = {L(M, A) I M is a deterministic oracle machine that operates in space p(n) for some fixed polynomial p) = {L(M, A) I M is a nondeterministic oracle machine that operates in space p(n) for some fixed polynomial p) since U ~ > ~ D S P A C EA) ( ~=~ , u ~ > ~ N s P A c E (A). ~~,



I



0, may be interpreted as setting an upper bound on the amount of information that can be encoded in the set, that is, a low set in the polynomial-time hierarchy has the power of only a bounded number of alternating quantifiers or, equivalently, a bounded number of applications of the NP( )-operator. The formal definitions follow. For n >_ 0, define H, = {A E NP ( CF+l C_ C f ( A ) ) and L, = {A E NP I C:(A) 5 Cz). (Notice that it follows trivially from the definitions that for every set A, C z 2 C ~ ( A )and , for every set A E NP, C f ( A ) C C:+l.) Define HH = UnZoH, and LH = unLoL, A set in NP is high if it is in HH and is low if it is in LH. The structure Ho C H1 C Ha C . . . is the high hierarchy within NP and the structure Lo L1 5 La C . . . is the low hierarchy within NP. Set A is in H, if it encodes information that is equivalent to the power of an additional application of the NP( )-operator ( N P ( Z ~ )= Z S , C_ C ~ ( A ) ) : Ho is the class of all sets that are complete for NP with respect to polynomialtime Turing reducibilities. Set A is in L, if continued application of the NP( )operator yields no more than if the set were empty set (NP(E:(A)) E NP(Z:) = NP(CZ(4))); Lo is the class P. Some of the results (from [Sch83], [KS85]) about the high and low hierarchies within NP are given in the following:



Theorem 16. (a) For every n >_ 0, either L, = H, = NP or L, n H, = 4. (b) For every n 2 0, zf 27: = Cz+,, then L, = H, = NP. (c) For every n 0, zf E: # C:+l, then L, n H, = 4.
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(d) T h e polynomial-time hierarchy extends to infinitely m a n y levels if and only i f L H n H H = 4. (e) If the polynomial-time hierarchy extends to infinitely m a n y levels, then NP # LH U HH. (f) Every sparse set (hence, every set with small generalized Kolmogorov complexity) i n NP is i n L g . (g) Every set i n NP that has polynomial-size circuits i s i n L3. While Schoning defined the notions of highness and lowness only for sets in NP, others generalized them t o discuss sets in other classes. Two of those generalizations will be described briefly, the first being due to Balc&zar, Book, and Schoning [BBS86b]. A S A T ) E ~ ( A ) and } EL, = For every n > 0, define EH, = {A I E ~ ( $ {A I E ~ ( A C) Ez-,(A@SAT)). A set is extended high if it belongs to U,>,EH, and is extended low if it belongs to U,>,LH,.



Theorem 17. 1. If a set has self-producible circuits, then it i s in EL1; hence, every set with



small generalized Kolmogorov complexity is in EL1. 2. If a set has polynomial-size circuits, then it is i n EL3; hence, every sparse set is i n EL3. 3. Either every sparse set is extended low, i n which case the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses, or n o sparse set is extended low, i n which case the polynomial-time hierarchy extends to infinitely m a n y levels. Notice that the property NP(A) C P ( A @ SAT) considered in Section 3 is precisely the property of being in EL1. Very sharp bounds on highness and lowness have been announced by Long and Sheu [LS91]. Another setting in which the notion of lowness has been investigated is that of exponential time computation. Let DEXT = U,>oDTIME(2Cn). If a set A has the property that DEXT(A) = DEXT, then A is exponentially low. It is not difficult to show that if A has small generalized Kolmogorov complexity, then A is exponentially low if and only if A is in the class P. It would be interesting to classify the sparse sets that are exponentially low.



Theorem 18. There is a sparse set that is exponentially low but is not i n P. This result is due to Book, Orponen, Russo, and Watanabe [BORW88]. They constructed a (very) sparse set S by choosing elements of high generalized Kolmogorov complexity to put into S. In fact, S n Ku[n/2, 23n] = 4, so that no element x of S can be produced from a string of length 1x1 12 within 231z1 steps and S $ P. But the elements are chosen such that S E DEXT. For any set L in DEXT(S), an exponential-time oracle machine M recognizing L relative to S can be simulated by an exponential time machine that does not use an oracle.
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During its computation on input of length n, the machine M cannot produce any string in S of length greater than cn (for some c depending only on M). But the machine can determine the answer to a query about membership of a shorter string in S by simulating an exponential time machine that recognizes S. This shows that L is in DEXT so that S is exponentially low.



7 Characterizations of Complexity Classes When studying structural complexity theory it is often desirable to have intrinsic characterizations of complexity classes, that is, t o describe membership in the class in terms that do not involve the same concepts used in defining the class. In Sect. 3 intrinsic characterizations of the class K[log, poly] and the class of sets with self-producible circuits were described; in both cases the characterizations involved reducibilities. A different type of characterization by means of reducibilities was introduced by Bennett and Gill [BG81] and refined by Ambos-Spies [Amb86]. Of course, for every set A and every k 2 0, A is in Ef if and only if for every set B , A is in E f ( B ) . The characterizations introduced by Bennett and Gill and by AmbosSpies are different in the sense that they involve reductions t o "almost every" oracle set in a measure-theoretic (i.e., probabilistic) sense. Ambos-Spies proved that for every set A, A is in the class P if and only if for almost every set B , A is many-one reducible in polynomial time to B. Bennett and Gill showed that A is in the class B P P if and only if for almost every set B , A is Turing reducible in polynomial time to B. (Recall that B P P is the class defined by probabilistic machines that operate in polynomial time and have bounded error probability.) Similar characterizations were obtained by Babai and Moran [BM88] and others who were studying the power of interactive proof systems. Generalizing from properties of the class BPP, Schoning [Sch86] defined the "BP-operator" and studied its properties. For any class C, B P . C is the class of sets A such that for some B in C , some polynomial p(n), and all x E C * , Prp(l.i)[y: x E A if and only if (x, y ) E B((x, y))] > 314, where for any predicate P and natural number m , Prm[y : P ( y ) ] is the conditional probability Pr,[P/Em] = 2-mx 11 {y I P ( y ) and Jyl = m ) 11. As observed by Babai and Moran, the "Arthur-Merlin" class AM can be characterized as B P . NP, so that it is the nondeterministic counterpart to BPP. The above results lead to the following question: can membership in B P E[ be characterized by means of oracles? That is, is it the case that for every set A, A E B P Ef if and only if for almost every oracle set B, A E Z:(B)? Tang and Watanabe [TW89] answered this question by showing that for every integer k 2 0 and for every set A, A E B P EE if and only if for almost every tally set T , A E C[(T). The reader should observe that in some sense this is the "minimal" answer. The reason for this informal comment is that it is difficult to see how the results of Tang and Watanabe can hold for any class with "less information" than the class of tally sets, since the class of tally sets is, up to
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pisomorphism, precisely K[log, poly], the class of sets with small generalized Kolmogorov complexity. The results of Tang and Watanabe were presented a t the Second IEEE Conference on Structure in Complexity Theory in June 1988. In October 1988, Nisan and Wigderson [NW88] presented what can be considered as the "maximal" answer to these questions by showing that for every set A, A E AM if and only if for almost every set B , A E N P ( B ) ; this result can be extended to show that for every k > 0 and every set A, A E B P C F if and only if for almost every set B , A E c,P(B). Given the characterizations of the classes B P SC[ in the probabilistic polynomial-time hierarchy, it is reasonable to ask if there are similar characterizations of the classes ,Er in the polynomial-time hierarchy. (The reader should ' : = B P 22: or note that it is not known whether there exists a k such that Z whether there exists a k such that CF+, = B P . C z . However, B P . P H = P H and B P . PSPACE = PSPACE.) Tang and Book [TB91] extended the characterization of P given by Ambos-Spies by showing that for every set A, A E P if and only if for almost every set B , A is (1ogn)-Turing reducible in polynomial time to B. (Polynomial-time (1ogn)-Turing reducibility is simply the restriction of Turing reducibility obtained by demanding that each deterministic polynomialtime bounded oracle machine make a t most c . logn queries in its computation relative to any oracle set on any input of length n, where c is a constant that depends only on the machine.) Thus, no reducibility computed in polynomial time with power strictly between many-one and (log n)-Turing (for example, bounded truth-table lies strictly between these reducibilities) can characterize in this way any class other than P. Book and Tang [BT90] developed characterizations for each of the classes .Ei (and and A:), k > 0, by defining the notion of "27;-logn-truth-table



5zn-t,."



The characterizations follow easily from the definitions: reducibility, if and only if for almost every set for every k and for every set A, A E B , A ~ ; ~ ~ - , , BIf. one uses sets in K[log, poly] as the oracle sets, then the analogous results hold so that once again sets in K[log, poly] provide "minimal" solutions.
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Kolmogorov Complexity, Complexity Cores, and the Distribution of Hardness* David W. Juedes and Jack H. Lutz Department of Computer Science Iowa State University Ames, IA 50011, USA [email protected], [email protected]



Abstract. Problems that are complete for exponential space are provably intractable and known to be exceedingly complex in several technical respects. However, every problem decidable in exponential space is efficiently reducible to every complete problem, so each complete problem must have a highly organized structure. The authors have recently exploited this fact to prove that complete problems are, in two respects, unusually simple for problems in expontential space. Specifically, every complete problem must have ususually small complexity cores and unusually low space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity. It follows that the complete problems form a negligibly small subclass of the problems decidable in exponential space. This paper explains the main ideas of this work.



1 Introduction It is well understood that an object that is complex in one sense may be simple in another. In this paper we show that every decision problem that is complex in one standard, complexity-theoretic sense must be unusually simple in two other such senses. Throughout this paper, the terms "problem," "decision problem," and "language" are synonyms and refer to a set A C (0, I)', i.e., a set of binary strings. The three notions of complexity considered are completeness (or hardness) for a complexity class, space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity, and the existence of large complexity cores. (All terms are defined and discussed in $82-6 below, so this paper is essentially self-contained.) In a certain setting, we prove that every problem that is complete for a complexity class must have unusually low space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity and unusually small complexity cores. Thus complexity in one sense implies simplicity in another. To be specific, we work with the complexity class ESPACE = DsPAcE(~~'"~"').There are two related reasons for this choice. First, ESPACE This research was supported in part by National Science Foundation Grants CCR8809238 and CCR-9157382 and in part by DIMACS, where the second author was a visitor while part of this work was carried out.
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has a rich, well-behaved structure that is well enough understood that we can prove absolute results, unblemished by oracles or unproven hypotheses. In particular, much is known about the distribution of Kolmogorov complexities in ESPACE [Lut92a, $4 below], while very little is known a t lower complexity levels. Second, the structure of ESPACE is closely related to the structure of polynomial complexity classes. For example, Hartmanis and Yesha [HY84] have shown that E ESPACE w P P/Poly fl PSPACE.



5



This, together with the first reason, suggests that the separation of P from PSPACE might best be achieved by separating E from ESPACE. We thus seek a detailed, quantitative account of the structure of ESPACE. For simplicity of exposition, we work with polynomial time, many-one reducibility (" 0) space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity; and Orponen and Schoning[OS86] have (essentially) proven that every = 2n ~ ) - f (n) a.e.),



Proof. Assume the hypothesis. By Lemma 2, it suffices to exhibit a pspacecomputable 1-DS d such that



5



dn(A) is p-convergent



n=O



and



00



00



Some notation will be helpful. For n E N , let



B, = {T E (0, 1 ) s 2 " - f ( n ) l ~ ( ~ ,En (0, ) 1j2" in 5 2'" space ).



(4.7)



Kolmogorov Complexity, Cores, and Hardness For n E N and .rr E B,, let



(Thus Z,,, is the set of all languages A such that U ( T ,n) is the 2"-bit characteristic string of A=,.) For n E N and w E (0, I)*, let



where the conditional probabilities Pr(Zn,,ICw) = PrA[A E Zn,,IA E C,] are computed according to the random experiment in which a language A (0,l)' is chosen probabilistically, using an independent toss of a fair coin to decide membership of each string in A. Finally, define the function d : N x { O , l ) * -r [0, m ) as follows. (In all three clauses, n E N, w E (0, I)*, and b E (0, I).) (i) If 0 5 Iwl < 2" - 1, then dn(w) = 21-f(n). (ii) If 2" - 1 5 Iwl < 2"" - 1, then dn(wb) = dn(w)*. o (iii) If lw 1 2 2n+1 - 1, then dn (wb) = dn(w).



n,wb



(The condition u(n, w) = 0 can only occur if d,(w) = 0, in which case we understand clause (ii) to mean that dn(wb) = 0.) It is clear from (4.8) that



for all n E N and w E (0, I)*. It follows by a routine induction on the definition of d that d is a 1-DS. It is also routine to check that d is pspace-computable, (The crucial point here is that we are only required to perform computations of the type (4.8) when lwl 2 2" - 1, so the 2'" space bound of (4.7) is polynomial in 00



1 ~ 1 . )Since



2-f(") is p-convergent, it is immediate from clause (i) that (4.5) n=O



holds. All that ren~ains,then, is to verify (4.6). For each language A (0, I)*, let



Fix a language A for a moment and let n E I A . Then there exists KO E Bn such that A E Z,,,,. Fix such a program TO and let x, y E {O,l)* be the characterstic strings of A 0. If



03



Proof. Routine calculus shows that the series



C 2-n'



is p-convergent.



n=O



Corollary 7 is clearly a substantial improvement of Theorem 3(a). We will exploit this improvement in the following two sections.



5 Complexity Cores A complexity core for a language A is a fixed set K 2 (0, 1)' such that every machine consistent with A fails to decide efficiently on almost all inputs from K. In this section we review this notion carefully and prove that upper bounds on the size of complexity cores for a language A imply corresponding upper bounds on the space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of A. Given a machine M and an input x E (0, I)*, we write M ( x ) = 1 if M accepts x, M ( x ) = 0 if M rejects x, and M ( x ) = I in any other case (i.e., if M fails to halt or M halts without deciding x). If M ( x ) E (0, I ) , we write s p a c e ~ ( x f)or the number of tape cells used in the computation of M ( x ) . If M ( x ) = I , we define spaceM($) = m. We partially order the set {0,1, I) by I < 0 and I < 1, with 0 and 1 incomparable. A machine M is consistent with a language A C (0, I)* if M ( x ) 5 [x E A] for all x E (0, 1)'.
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-+ N be a space bound and let A, K (0, I)". Then K is a DSPACE(s(n))-complexity core of A if, for every c E N and every machine M that is consistent with A, the "fast set"



Definition 8. Let s : N



satisfies IF n KI < m . (By our definition of spaceM(x), M ( x ) E {O,l} for all x E F. Thus F is the set of all strings that M "decides efficiently".) Note that every subset of a DSPACE(s(n))-complexity core of A is a DSPACE(s(n))-complexity core of A. Note also that, if t ( n ) = O ( s ( n ) ) , then every DSPACE(s(n))-complexity core of A is a DSPACE(t(n))-complexitycore of A. Remark. Definition 8 quantifies over all machines consistent with A, while the standard definition of complexity cores (cf. [BDGSO]) quantifies only over machines that decide A. This difference renders Definition 8 stronger than the standard definition when A is not recursive. For example, consider tally languages (i.e., languages A (0)"). Under Definition 8, every DSPACE(n)-complexity core K of every tally language must satisfy IK \ {O}*I < m. However, under the standard definition, every set K C {O,l}* is vacuously a conlplexity core for every nonrecursive language (tally or otherwise). Thus by quantifying over all machines consistent with A, Definition 8 makes the notion of complexity core meaningful for nonrecursive languages A. This enables one to eliminate the extraneous hypothesis that A is recursive from several results. In some cases (e.g., the fact that A is P-bi-immune if and only if (0, I ) * is a P-complexity core for A [BS85]), this improvement is of little interest. However in $6 below, we show that every 0, b > c > 0, and g : N + [O, m ) . If every DSPACE(2Cn)-complexity core K of A has density IK=,l < 2, - g(n) i.o., then K S ~ (A=,) ~ "



< 2,



- n-'g(n)



+ 36 log n Lo.



Proof. Let A (0, I ) * , E > 0, and b > c > 0. Let k = If], fix a , d such that b > a > d > c, and let Mo,MI, M2, ... be a standard enumeration of the
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deterministic Turing machines. For each m E N, define the sets



where the predicate cons(m, A ) asserts that Mm is consistent with A. Note that, Fm\Bm c if Mm is a machine that is consistent with A , then FmnK = Fm\B ( 0 , l ) S m k ,so IFm n KI < oo. Thus K is a DSPACE(2Cn)-complexitycore for A. Let s = { n I ~ ~ = n2"l 0 an,d E > 0. Let Y be the set of all languages A such that A has a DSPACE(2Cn)-com~plexitycore K urith (K=,l > 2, - ne a.e. T h e n ppspace( Y )= p ( Y IESPACE) = 1. Proof. Let c, E and Y be as given. Assume t h a t A 6 Y . Then every DSPACE(2",)complexity core K of A has (K=,( 5 2, - nELo. Since 5 > 0, it follows by Theorem 9 t h a t (c+l)n



(A=,) < 2,



K S ~ Since n i



> n f + 26 log n a.e.,



- n i + 26 log n i.0.



it follows t h a t



(c+l)n



KS~



(A=,)



< 2" - n ) i.0.



Taking t h e contrapositive, this argument shows t h a t X C Y , where



I t follows by Corollary 7 t h a t pPspa,,(Y) = p ( Y 1 E S P A C E ) = 1.



Corollary 11. For every c > 0, almost every language i n E S P A C E has a cosparse DSPACE(2Cn)-complexity core.
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6 The Distribution of Hardness In this section we use the results of $54-5 to investigate the complexity and distribution of the 5;-hard languages for ESPACE. From a technical standpoint, the main result of this section is Theorem 12, which says that every 5;hard language for ESPACE is DSPACE(2n)-decidable on a dense, DSPACE(2n)decidable set of inputs. Two simple notations will be useful in the proof of Theorem 12. First, the nonreduced image of a language S C {O,l}* under a function f : (0, I}* + {0, 1)' is f ' ( s ) = { f ( x ) l x E S and If(x)l L IxI) Note that



f '( f - l ( s ) ) = s n f 2({0,1)*) for all f and S . The collision set of a function f : (0, I}*



-t



{0,1}' is



(Here, we are using the standard ordering so < sl that f is one-to-one if and only if Cf = 0. Also,




 ( A ) = f z ( f -'(H)) = H n f l ( ( 0 , I ) * ) = H n D . This completes the proof of Theorem 12. We now describe Meyer's construction of the language A. It is well-known t h a t there is a function g E D T I M E F ( ~ ' o ~ t h~a )t is universal for P F in the sense that



PF = {gk(k E N). (Recall t h a t gk is defined by g k ( x ) = g ( ( ~ kx ,) ) for all x E (0, I)'.) Fix such a function g. Let A = L ( M ) , where M is a machine t h a t implements the algorithm



begin



input x ; R := 0; S := 0; for n := 0 1x1 begin R := R U {n); if there exists (k, y,z) E R x (0, l I n x (0, l } s n such that z < y and gk(y) = gk(z) then begin find the lexicographically first such (k, y, z);



-



R : = R\ {k)



end



4, if x E S then accept g& -



reject



Fig. 2. Meyer's construction (for proof of Theorem 12).



in Figure 2. I t is clear by inspection t h a t A E DSPACE(2n). To see t h a t A is incompressible by 2"'




 n, then the theorem becomes trivially true, because of our definition of passing a test. To prove the theorem, Martin-Lof first built a universal test by simulating all computable tests a t once, and then showed t h a t the level given by this test to a string x is 1x1 - g(lx1) +c. This universal test is very important in understanding the properties of random sequences. iFrom Theorem 13, we can easily build a universal test.



Theorem 14. There is a r.e, test F such that for any r.e, test T ,(3c) [ m F ( x ) 2 ~ T ( x-) c].



Proof. Let F be the test defined as follows. (m,x)~F~K(x)n)+m n and g(n) be any function on natural numbers. Let F be a test such that mF(x) can be computed in SPACEu[S(lxl) - 41x11. Then KS[g(n) J n , S ( n ) ]passes the test F . Proof. We have to modify the proof of Theorem 13 to account for space bounds. In Theorem 13, we show how to construct x from a description of size n m F ( x ) + c. Let's look a t how much space is involved in constructing x from its description. We need t o enumerate the set A. To do that, we need t o simulate F on every string of the same size as x. The space needed is the space used by F , S ( n ) - 4n, space n to keep the current input being tried, space n to keep the current output, space n t o keep the target index, space n to keep the current 0 index, for a total of a t most S(n). Now, we show that if we have a little more space, the situation is reversed.



Theorem 18. For any S ( n ) > n space constructible on Mu, there is a full range test F in SPACEu[2S(n) + O(n)] which detects KS[g(n) In, S(n)], in the sense ) S(n)], for any g(n) < n - 1. that ~ F ( x #) 0 + x @ K s [ ~ ( nIn,
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Proof. The idea is to put only strings that are somewhat random a t every nonzero level of the test F. First, F contains all the pairs (0,x). For m > 0, let A,,, be the first 2n-m elements of K S [ n - 2 In, S ( n ) ] of length n in a canonical enumeration of that set. Then, ( ~ nx), E F # x E AIZl,,. The test F is a full range test, because the set K S [ n - 2 In, S(n)] has a t least 2,-' strings of length n, so F contains exactly 2"-, strings of length n a t level m. Now, if m F ( x ) # 0, then x 9 KS[g(n) In, S ( n ) ] because each string of the set is given the highest possible level, with the constraint that the number of strings a t each level is limited. Because K S [ n - 2 In, S(n)] contains a t least half of the strings of length n, its strings fill up-all the levels but level 0. Since K S [ n - 2 In, S ( n ) ] c KS[g(n) In, S(n)], we can deduce that F detects KS[g(n) In, S(n)], for any g(n). It remains to show that the test F can be computed within the claimed space bound. Given ( x , m ) , compute S ( ( x ( )and mark off the space. Distribute the marks a t every even position on each tape. This will allow us t o do the simulation of programs on the odd positions while making sure the program does not exceed its space bound. Then start enumerating K S [ n - 1 In, S ( n ) ] by simulating in order all the programs of size 5 n - 1. While doing the simulation, we check that the program does not exceed space S(n). We also need t o check that the program does not loop. To do this, we need t o count the steps of the simulated program. If the program runs for more than 2S(n) steps without exceeding its space bound, then we know that it will never halt. Without loss of generality, we can assume that Mu has an alphabet large enough that we can combine the marks with the counter on the even positions of the tape. In addition to the space required for the sinlulation, we need to remember the program being simulated and an index for the stage of the enumeration. All of this can he stored in O(n) space. 0



+



In fact, this technique can be used to find a test in SPACEu[2S(n) O(n)] to detect any set A in SPACE,[S(n)]. Next, we address the question of the space bounded universal test. We can construct a universal test, which detects anything that can be detected by a test in SPACE,[S(n)].



Theoreml9. If S ( n ) is space constructible on Mu, then there is a test F in SPACEu[2S(n)+ O(n)] such th,at for any test T in SPACE,[S(n)],



Proof. For each Turing machine Mi, let Mi1 be the machine which accepts x if and only if M; accepts x without using more than S(n) space. Using the sinlulation described in Theorem 18, Mi1 uses 2S(n). The test Fi is defined as follows. All the pairs (0,x) are in Fi. For m > 0, (m, x) is in Fi # [ x E L(Mil) and there are a t most 2"-, strings y of length n smaller than x such that y E L(Mil) 1. Using the simulation above and O(n) space for indices, we have that Fi is in SPACEu[2S(n) + O(n)].
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Now, every test in SPACEu[S(n)] is an Fifor some i . The universal test F is defined in the following way:



The test F uses an additional n space to store an index for Ic, so F E SPACEu[2S(n) O ( n ) ]The . test is universal because



+



6 The Time Bound Equivalent The same techniques as in section 5 can be applied to the time bounded Kolmogorov classes. However, the results here are much looser, mainly because time is not a reusable resource. It requires 2nT(n)time bound t o insure that a Kolmogorov random string passes the T ( n )bounded tests, and vice-versa. We first need to define the finer notion of time complexity, as we did for time.



Definition 20. TIME,[T(n)]is the class of sets accepted by a program running on the universal Turing machine Mu in time T ( n ) . Theorem 21. There is a constant c such the the following holds. Let T ( n )> n2 and g(n) be any function on natural numbers. Let F be .a test such that m F ( x ) can be computed in TIME,[T(lxl- ~ 1 x 1 ~Is[].Then KT[g(n)In, znT(n)]passes the test F .



+



Proof. Same as in the proof of Theorem 17, but calculating the time requirements 0 instead. Theorem 22. There is a constant c such that for any T ( n )> n2 computable on Mu in time T ( n ) ,there is a full range test F in TIMEu[c2"T(Ixl)+cn2] which detects K T [ s ( ~In,T(n)] ) , in the sense that m ~ ( x#) 0 + x # KT[g(n)In,T(n)], for any g(n) < n .



Proof. Same as in the proof of Theorem 18, but calculating the time requirements instead. 0 We do not expect that the bound can be improved in the last two theorems. The problem seems to have a relation with the power of nondeterminism. Asfor some other reasonable time bound suming NTIME[T(n)] TIME[T2(n)], T2,we can show that the 2"T(n) time bound can be reduced t o ~ n 2 g ( ~ ) Tin~ ( n ) both theorems. If g(n) clog(n) for some c, and if T2 is not too large, then the exponential multiplicative factor has been reduced t o polynomial.



s




 cz 1. For our specific n , we look a t the set of all strings queried by any program of length g(n) during its computation of length 2 n - g ( n ) - C ~ ( n ) , using for oracle the part of A that has been determined so far and answering no to any new query. There are a t most 2n-CT(n) of these strings. Take a string x of length n such that for some extension y of x of length a t most n log(T(n)/c2), y has not been queried. Such a string exists because a t least half of the strings x are available and if for all of them, all extensions have been queried, it means there would have been a t least 2n-1-CaT(n) > 2"-'T(n) queries. P u t this string y in A. This ensures that x is a t level 1x1 and is in S. We now need to do this for infinitely many n. To pick up a new n , we just need to be sure that not too many strings of similar size will be put in A, as that could put more than one string x a t level 1x1. To do that, we just need t o 0 choose n j + ~> ni log(T(n)).



+



+



+



7 Random Number Generators Random number generators have many applications for cryptographic protocols [BM84, VV83] and randomizing algorithms. One can think of a pseudo-random number generator as a deterministic process, which from a finite seed, produces
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an infinite sequence of bits that hopefully possess all the desirable statistical properties of a real random source. Such processes have been proposed and analyzed with respect to some statistical properties [Knu69], or with respect to predictors trying to detect their output [Wi183]. The second kind of pseudo-random number generator is the one that produces a finite long string from a short string obtained from a real random source. Yao [Yao82] gave a definition of a good polynomial-time pseudo-random number generator of this kind and many candidates have been suggested. Essentially, a pseudo-random number generator is good if it cannot be distinguished from a real random source by any efficient program. We see that our tight relation on the space bounded case have direct consequences on space bounded random number generation. The following theorems are a direct simple application of the previous sections. They state that if a generator can use a little more space, it can produce random looking bits. On the other hand, if a test can use a little more space, then it can detect the nonrandomness. (See also [Wi183] for a deeper analysis of generators and predictors not relying on Kolmogorov complexity and [Ko86] for a study of infinite strings in a polynomial time bound setting.)



Theorem 25. There is a statistical test which can detect any random number generator bounded in space and starting from a finite seed, using just a little more space.



Proof. Because the generator uses a finite seed, all the prefixes of its output string are in K S [ c In, S(n)] for some constant c. But Theorem 18 says that some test will detect this set. Moreover, Theorem 19 says that some fixed universal test will detect the set as well. 0 Theorem 26. Let S ( n ) > n be a nondecreasing function computable in O(S(n)) space. Then, there is a pseudo-random number generator producing an infinite string a! from a finite seed, using at most O(S(2n)) space to produce the first n bits of the string, and for which for any n , K S ( a , In, S ( n ) ) n/4 - 2log(n).



>



Proof. The generator produces the stream of bits by batches. Suppose a t stage i we have produced a,. Then, we consider all strings x of length 2m with a, as prefix. We take a string x such that K S ( x In, S ( n ) ) is maximized. Then, we output an m/2 bits extension of a!, according t o the m/2 bits following a, in x. The last portion of x is ignored. For con~putingany bit, we use a t most O(S(2n)) bits for computing the space bounded K-complexity of strings of length a t most 2n. It can be shown by induction on i that the string a, produced a t stage i is such that KS(a, Im, S(4m/3)) 2 m / 3 and that all of its prefixes y are such a that K S ( Y I lyl, S ( n ) ) 2 1~114- 3log(lyO. For the second kind of pseudo-random number generator, a generator can be seen as a device which, given an input of length n , outputs a longer string, say of length n2. It differs from a pure random number generator by the strings
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it can output. A pure random number generator can output each of the 2na possible strings of length n2 with equal probability whereas the pseudo-random number generator will output a t most 2* different strings of length n 2 , and not necessarily with the same probability.



Definition 27. A (Yao) test is a program which receives a string as input and answers 0 or 1. Definition 28. Let G be a pseudo-random number generator and T be a test. Let P r G ( n ) be the probability that the test answers 1 when given a string of length n 2 with the probability distribution induced from G on inputs of length n. Let P r R ( n ) be the probability that the test answers 1 when given a string of length n2 with a uniform distribution. Then, G passes the test if for any c, ( P r c ( n )- PrR(n)l is in O ( l / ( n c ) ) . Definition29. A pseudo-random number generator is perfect if it passes all polynomial-time bounded tests. The first question that comes to mind is whether the set of strings output by a perfect generator, passes the Martin-LGf statistical tests. Another question is whether a generator that would produce only Kolmogorov random strings would be perfect. These questions are answered in the following theorems.



Theorem 30. Let A be a set of strings containing at most a constant fraction a of the strings of length n , for any n. Then, if A passes the Martin-Lof statistical tests, a random number generator outputting only the strings in the set is not perfect.



Proof. Let A be as stated in the theorem. One Martin-Lof statistical test would count the number of leading zeroes in a string. If A passes this test, the number of leading zeroes is bounded by a constant c. Now, let p be a program counting the number of leading zeroes and answering 1 if more than c zeroes have been found. For p, the probability of answering 1 given a string from A is exactly 0. However, given a random string, the probability is 2-('+'). This difference is 0 enough t o say that the generator is not perfect. Corollary 31. If a pseudo-random number generator is perfect, the set of strings output b y the generator doesn't pass Martin-Lof's test. We now know that the definition of "passing a test" based on Martin-Lof's definition differs from Yao's definition (Yao821. We can explain the difference as follows., The reason a generator outputting only K-random strings is not suitable is that a real random number generator will sometimes output non-random strings. Even if this happens relatively infrequently, a polynomial time test can detect it with a probability which is sufficient to unqualify the pseudo-random source. Yao's definition is oriented to categorize the random number generators which, given a seed, output a longer finite random sequences. It analyzes the statistical
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properties of the set of strings output by the generator. Martin Lijf's tests is designed to analyze the statistical properties of the pattern inside one long string. So, maybe it would be better to make a generator output parts of a long K-random string instead of many K-random short strings. Indeed, we can have some relations between those two measures. In the following theorem, we look a t the concatenation the strings output by a generator into a long string. The following theorem says that if we take a long K-random string, cut it into small strings and let the pseudo-random number generator G choose randomly among the few strings, then G is perfect.



Theorem 32. Let G be a pseudo-random n u m b e r generator. Let xm be the concatenation of all 2m strings of length m 2 given b y G w h e n w e vary the seed over all possible strings of length m . Let f (n) be a function s u c h that for all k , f ( n ) > logk n almost everywhere. T h e n , n (Vm)[zm @ K T [ n - -In, 2n2]]+ G i s perfect . f (n) Proof. Let T be a polynomial-time (Yao) test. Let p be the probability that T answers 1, given a random string of length m2. For a string y of length m22,, let S,, be the number of parts of y of length m2 for which T answers 1. If every bit of y is chosen randomly (by flipping a fair coin), Syis a binomial random variable with probability p of success for each 2, trial. The expected value of S,, is 2,p. For the test T t o fail on a string z, T must answer 1 with probability that differs from p by a t least l / m c , for some c. This means that either S, > 2m(p + l / m c ) or that S, 2"(p - l / m c ) . Let Am be the set of strings z of length m22" such that T fails on z. If z is chosen randomly, an upper bound on the probability that z E Am is calculated using the Chernoff bounds [Che52]. We will use the following simply stated bounds (see [AV79]): For a binomial distribution with n experiments and for 0 < E < 1




 = ,2737. For each of these four classes, the Solomonoff-Kolmogorov the or en^ is valid, so we have four entropies:



za>fi



1. 2. 3. 4.



(=,=)-entropy, or ININ-entropy, (=.7)-entropy, or IN.?-entropy, (7, =)-entropy, or .?IN-entropy, and (7.7)-entropy, or E.?-entropy.
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Note. The notations ININ, etc., have the following origin. In [US811 and [US87]. the notation "E" had the following meaning: the set of all binary words being considered together with relation 7.In place of the set of all binary words with the relation = on that set, the set IN of all natural numbers with the relation = and the volume function 1(x) = [log2(x + l ) J was considered. This volume function is indnced by the following 1-1 correspondence between IN and 5': zero A, one 0, two 1, three 00, four 01, five 10, and so on.



-



-



-



-



-



-



1.3 Two Approximation Spaces and Four Entropies



There is another way to come to the four basic entropies of Sect.l.2. Any set of constructive objects with a decidable partial ordering defined on that set will be called an approximation space.



Explanation. The term "decidable" means that there is an algorithm to decide for any x' and z", whether x' x" or not.
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